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JavaScript and AJAX For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Learn to use these powerful tools together and build Web sites that work


	If you want to build Web pages that offer real value to your site's visitors, JavaScript and AJAX are top tools for the job. Even if you're new to Web programming, this book helps you create sites any designer will admire. With easy-to-understand steps...
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SPSS For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Program SPSS with Python® and Command Syntax
    The fun and easy way® to generate solid decision-making results with SPSS    

    Stymied by SPSS? This friendly, plain-English guide gets you up and running with the latest version of the software so that you can start performing calculations...
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Over-the-Road Wireless For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006
Keep in touch with the office or the grandkids
    

    Set up your laptop or PDA, find hot spots, and keep your stuff safe    

    Whether you're on the road earning a living or satisfying your urge to roam, this book will help you stay connected to the rest of the world. Here's how to choose...
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SQL All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Master queries for any SQL database!   

   Your one-stop guide to building and maintaining relational databases with SQL   

   If you're looking for a good general reference on SQL, look no further. This all-in-one guide delivers the goods on all major SQL topics, from basic concepts to the...
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PCs Just the Steps For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
Computers have come a long way in just 20 years or so. They’re now at the heart of the way many people communicate, shop, and learn. They provide useful tools for tracking information, organizing finances, and being creative.

Whether you’re a young person just getting your first computer, or a senior who is finally getting...
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HTML5 Programming with JavaScript For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Web designers and programmers, add JavaScript to your HTML5 development toolkit without fear


	Modern websites are complex, and some of the most exciting features - things like geolocation, canvas, portability to mobile and more - require JavaScript to leverage what HTML5 can create. Don't know JavaScript? That's where...
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Phonetics For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	The clear and easy way to get a handle on the science of speech


	The science of how people produce and perceive speech, phonetics has an array of real-world applications, from helping engineers create an authentic sounding Irish or Canadian accent for a GPS voice, to assisting forensics investigators identifying the person...
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Electronics For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005

	Begin having fun with electronics projects right away


	Explore the basic concepts of electronics, build your electronics workbench, and create cool projects


	Wish you could fix that faulty doorbell, hook up a motion detector, or maybe build your very own robot? This book will really get you charged up! It won't make...
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QuickBooks 2007 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Keep your small business finances in tip-top form
    

    Manage your business accounting and financial management tasks — quickly and accurately    

    If you're like most small-business people, accounting is the last thing you want to spend lots of time on. That's where this handy...
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Calculus Workbook For Dummies (Dummies Series)For Dummies, 2005
From differentiation to integration — solve problems with ease
    Got a grasp on the terms and concepts you need to know, but get lost halfway through a problem or, worse yet, not know where to begin? Have no fear! This hands-on guide focuses on helping you solve the many types of calculus problems you encounter in a...
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Scotland For Dummies (Dummies Travel)For Dummies, 2007

	Enjoy sightseeing and shopping in bustling Edinburgh and Glasgow or explore unspoiled scenery and welcoming towns in the Hebridean Islands, Southern Scotland, Tayside, and the Northeast. Go from the Highlands to the Lowlands. Hike, canoe, or just relax at Loch Lomand. This friendly guide gives you the scoop on:

	
		Edinburgh...
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Sage Timeslips For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Let Sage Timeslips For Dummies show you how to turn your time into money


	If you run a business that bills for its time, it’s time you looked into Sage Timeslips and all it can do for you. This practical and friendly guide will help you get to know the Timeslips interface, set up templates for your business,...
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